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THE TALK IN THE HOME SERVICE AT 9.25 P.M. TONIGHT TO BE

GIVEN BY MR. W.J. BARBER, A WORKS DIRECTOR, FOLLOWS:

PART TIME EMPLOYMENT OF WOMEN IN THE INDUSTRY

Towards the end of 1941, the Company by when I am employed found that the personnel

at their disposal was insufficient to obtain the necessary increase in production required.

At the sane tine, it was realised that almost on our door-step there was a large

source of potential operators who, because of their household duties and other domestic

'reasons, were unable to work the full factory hours. Yet these women were only too

willing and glad to help in the war effort and were quite prepared to sacrifice much

of their free time in the cause of production.

It was at this stage that we approached the Manager of the local Labour Exchange,

who, after listening to our proposals, gave us his full support throughout the campaign

which followed.

At the outset, it was felt that because of organisation difficulties it would be

advisable to place all part time operators in a separate workshop. This would also

enable us to judge the possibilities of the development of the scheme.

After a few weeks, we realised that most of the anticipated troubles proved to be

unfounded and today many of those women are working side by side with full time operators

in the main production shops.

To commence the scheme, as normal working hours wore from 7.30 a.m. to 6 p.m., it

was felt that a separate morning and afternoon shift would be most suitable, especially

as those shifts would simplify the supervision problem. The morning shift to commence

at 7.30 a.m. and continue until 12.30 p.m., and the afternoon shift to commence at

1.3O p.m. and continue until 6 p.m., both shifts running from Monday to Friday only.

This scheme had the merit of allowing a full free week-end to all operators* Thus, it

will be scon that from the morning shift we wore able to obtain 23 productive hours

and from the afternoon shift 22 1/2 productive hours in the week.

It was soon found necessary to introduce yet another shift to meet the full pro-

duction demand, and so with much trepidation and speculation as to the result, it was

decided to embark upon a third evening shift to commence at 6.15 p.m. and end at 10.15 p.m.
to continue as the previous shifts from Monday to Friday only. This would then give

an extra 20 productive hours per week.

When it is realised that this shift, comprised almost entirely of women, commenced

well after black-out time and that there was the ever present threat of air-raids to be

contended with, you will, I think, agree that this was a somewhat daring venture.

Nevertheless, the wives and mothers still turned up to work, and with their indomitable

spirit demonstrated that, they were much more concerned with getting on with the job than

with the worst that Hitler could do, and so after a short time, this shift also was

functioning admirably with great success.

So far as the morning and afternoon shifts are concerned, many of the operators

soon found that the facility for obtaining a substantial hot meal in the Works Canteen

was a great advantage, since when' the children were able to obtain meals at school,
household duties and shopping could, be completed, without the worry and. trouble of cook-

ing at hone. In the case of the evening shift, either husband, or older child had

returned to hold the fort, whilst mother came out to. work.

Now a word about the operators, themselves and. the type of work they do. Many of

of them entered, a factory for the first time in their lives, and although at first it

was felt that they would be unable to do more than the simplest of assembly jobs, their

enthusiasm made up for their lack of experience and in many cases they are new working
machines such as power presses, capstans, and drilling machines,with the confidence of

regular full time operators.

At this point it is interesting to note that age is no barrier and we are very

proud of our oldest part time operators, Grandma Froome, age 72, who not only operates

a press with dexterity, but is also one of our most regular attenders. In connection

with this latter point, it has been found that the percentage of absenteeism amongst

part time operators is considerably lower than for full time operators.

Finally, it is my considered opinion that the employment of part time operators in

industry is a real success, and well worth while, which is proved, by the fact that in

the particular scheme to which I have referred, the percentage of women productive hours

has been increased by 36%. Therefore, to you wives and mothers I would, say "Gome out

and try it out”, and to you Managers I would say "Taka them in”. You will not be

disappointed.
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